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Abstract
A growing skepticism is causing key stakeholders in healthcare to doubt the value proposition
of digital health, and whether it will transform how healthcare is delivered. This is likely what
will push digital health to fulfill its promises of efficiency, quality and personalization.
This session will provide an industry update on key application markets across clinical care,
virtual healthcare, consumer medical, and sports, fitness and activity monitoring. In addition,
these markets will be addressed alongside disruptive forces, such as artificial intelligence,
genomics, and robotics.
Does digital health require a complete new system for healthcare, or can it thrive in
conventional healthcare models? The session will also try to answer these questions, as it is
fundamental to whether continuous investment in digital health is appropriate or not.
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Abstract
The „Internet of Things” (IoT) is identified as the new driver for semiconductor growth.
Emerging applications like machine vision, virtual reality and automotive advanced driving
functions are becoming the next big driver for the microelectronics industry. Also, new RFarchitectures for 5G-radios will be driving significant silicon volumes in the future.
In this context the FDSOI-Technology offers significant power reductions, as this technology
comes with a substantial new design freedom on the back-gate bias control. Those circuit
functions can be used to steer the circuit into high performance or into low power at run-time
through software control. It can also be used for Process-Voltage-Temperature (PVT) corner
tightening, when the supply voltage is reduced down to 0.4 Volt. This point operates close to
the transistor threshold voltage, where spreads on transistor parameters are widening. Here
the back-gate bias mechanism provides a very smart compensation method.
GLOBALFOUNDRIES has developed the 22FDX™-Technology, a planar, fully depleted SOItechnology with a roadmap into 12FDX™. Compared to bulk technology, 22FDX™ realizes
significantly higher transistor packing densities. The greater drive strength of the transistors
can be used for higher clocking speeds than bulk or, alternatively, to reduce the power
dissipation.
FDSOI-technologies like our 22FDX™-Technology are a natural progression path forward from
bulk-based silicon technologies for low power embedded-control- and for the emerging IoTapplications.
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Abstract
Glass offers a unique set of material properties which renders it an ideal material for medical
electronics. In addition to its proverbial transparency, glass shows a very high chemical
inertness, allows for packages with a high hermeticity and has almost ideal isolating properties.
However, micro processing of glass is either limited to the surface or impairs the reliability of
the glass components due to process induced micro-cracks, chipping or mechanical stresses.
The drawbacks of today’s glass micro processing technologies are overcome by newly
developed Laser-Induced-Deep-Etching LIDE technology. In LIDE single laser pulses are used to
locally modify glass across the entire thickness. These modifications can subsequently etched
anisotropically to form micrometre-scale holes or micro-cuts in case multiple modifications are
placed close to each other. As a high throughput technology LIDE can unlock thin glass as a
material for a multitude of future medical electronics.
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Abstract
Telemedicine is an old concept for enhanced patient management, which should allow for
earlier reaction and medical intervention in case of patient deterioration. Initial studies,
however, using nurse guided telemedicine recordings of body weight, blood pressure and heart
rate failed to improve clinical patient outcome.
Only later on the usability of automatically transmitted biological signals obtained from
implantable monitoring devices created add-on benefit on top of conventional care. The
automatic mode of signal transmission and the fast cause-to-response time were identified as
main reasons for better clinical outcome.
Pacemaker and defibrillator technologies have played a pivotal role in that development. Today,
however, implantable purely diagnostic sensor and monitoring devices have taken over the
forefront of technological innovation.
Although many of these technologies still share similarities with the pacemaker and
defibrillator business - e.g. transmission lines and monitoring platforms – differences in
customer needs push technological change and adaptation of functionality.
The talk will introduce various technological approaches to monitor cardiovascular biological
signals from the perspective of the implantable sensor technology.
Apart from that it will highlight the aspect of data transmission, data management and data
access, which gains overwhelming relevance using such treatment pathways.
Today’s initiatives to assemble larger cardiovascular e-health networks will be discussed
together with opportunities of big data harvesting and big data analysis to predict and prevent
clinical outcome events.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen a significant advancement in wearable technology for healthcare. This
talk will discuss how wearables can make a difference in medical applications. For a number of
chronic diseases like COPD, hypertension and sleep apnea, today there are no convenient
methods available for reliable long-term disease management. This is an area where wearables
can make a significant difference. The talk will focus on current state-of-the-art and discuss
technological advancements and breakthroughs that are needed to achieve this. Furthermore,
quite a few of these chronic conditions are related to lifestyle. Hence these can in theory be
prevented. Unfortunately this involves behavioral change, which is an extremely tricky thing to
accomplish. The current crop of wearable medical devices doesn’t really address this space.
The virtual coach program aims to develop systems and technologies to truly enable
personalized coaching towards effective and acceptable change behavior. By combining
physiological and contextual information, behavior profiling is achieved. The virtual coach will
use this information to analyze your personal behavior, cravings, triggers and provide directed
feedback at the right time. As such through programs like the virtual coach, wearable health
devices are transformed into active devices that can enable behavioral change and hence
achieve true preventive medicine.
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